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Introduction
Dear Municipal Official,
The Supplier Diversity Office (SDO) is the Commonwealth’s newest oversight agency tasked with promoting
equity and inclusion in state contracting. The SDO certifies a wide range of diverse and small business
categories, issues policies and coordinates supplier diversity programs for the Commonwealth’s executive
agencies, and puts diverse companies in touch with business opportunities with government agencies and
their prime contractors.
Over the past few months, the SDO has received numerous inquiries from municipal governments interested in
establishing supplier diversity programs focused on their local communities. This Municipal Supplier Diversity
Playbook (the Playbook) is an attempt to create a framework for establishing and developing a local supplier
diversity program.
At the moment, the Playbook exists in the form of a PowerPoint, which is used by the SDO for live
presentations at municipal meetings and training sessions. Organizations interested in implementing supplier
diversity programs must consider their unique needs and may use these slides as checklists for potential
initiatives, lists of best practices, and resources available from the SDO. In addition, each municipality should
consult their own legal counsel and the Massachusetts Office of the Inspector General to ensure that their
program is legally defensible.
If you have questions or would like to discuss these ideas in more detail, please do not hesitate to reach out to
our Supplier Diversity Help Desk at sdp@mass.gov. We look forward in assisting you in your equity and
inclusion efforts.
Sincerely,

William M. McAvoy
William M. McAvoy
Executive Director
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SDO Mission, Goals and Programs
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Overview of the SDO
SDO Mission: To promote diversity, equity and inclusion in state contracting by
certifying minority, women, Portuguese, veteran, service-disabled veteran,
disability, LGBT-owned, and small Massachusetts businesses and connecting them
with business opportunities and resources.
The SDO:
• Serves as a gateway for businesses interested in accessing a wide range of
diverse and small business programs.
• Coordinates the Commonwealth’s diverse and small business programs.
• Offers resources for institutional diverse and small business programs.
• Reports on the diverse and small business program results on behalf of the
Commonwealth.
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SDO Certification Program
Based on at
least 51%
ownership

SDO Certifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minority Owned Business Enterprise (MBE)

Benefits of Certification
• No cost!
• If awarded a state contract, the

Women Owned Business Enterprise (WBE)
Veteran Business Enterprise (VBE)
Minority Non-profit Organization (M/NPO)*
Women Non-profit Organization (W/NPO)*
Portuguese Owned Business Enterprise (PBE)**

•

Recognized Third-party Certifications
• Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Business Enterprises (SDVOBE)
• Disability Owned Business Enterprise (DOBE)
• Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Business Enterprise (LGBTBE)
*based on the majority of board and voting body membership
**only for programs funded by state transportation bond statutes that include PBEs
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•
•

ability to market products and
services to Commonwealth agencies
seeking to meet their supplier
diversity spending benchmarks.
Eligibility to be a supplier diversity
partner to Commonwealth prime
contractors.
Invitations to training, networking
and matchmaking events.
Eligibility to participate in supplier
diversity programs of quasi-public
and private organizations.

SDO Programs

SMALL BUSINESS
PURCHASING PROGRAM
(SBPP)

SUPPLIER DIVERSITY
PROGRAM (SDP)
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MUNICIPAL CONSTRUCTION
AFFIRMATIVE MARKETING
PROGRAM (MCAMP)

Small Business Purchasing Program (SBPP)
SBPP Eligibility
Goal: Increased spending
with small businesses

Application through COMMBUYS, with
Department of Revenue verification:
• Principal place of business in
Massachusetts;

• Business operating for at least one year;

Small procurements: Up
to $150,000 in total
value; increasing to
$250K/year effective
7/1/21

• Currently employs a combined total of 50
or fewer full-time equivalents in all
locations;

• Gross annual revenues of $15 million or
less based on a 3-year average

Small businesses with
responsive quotes

Small Business = 3.3%
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The program applies to Massachusetts
executive agencies as well as entities that
participate in it voluntarily. More at
www.mass.gov/sbpp.

Supplier Diversity Program (SDP)
Eligible Certification
Categories

Goal: Increased
participation of diverse
businesses

•
•
•
•

Large Procurements:
More than $150K in
total value; increasing
to $250K/year effective
7/1/21

MBE: Minority-Owned Business Enterprise
WBE: Women-Owned Business Enterprise
VBE: Veteran Business Enterprise
SDVOBE: Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned
Business Enterprises

• DOBE: Disability-Owned Business
Enterprise

• LGBTBE: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Encourages partnerships
between prime
contractors and diverse
businesses

Transgender Business Enterprise

MBE = 8%
WBE = 14%
Veteran = 3%

The program applies to Massachusetts
executive agencies as well as entities that
participate in it voluntarily. More at
www.mass.gov/sdp.
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Municipal Construction Affirmative Marketing
Program (MCAMP)
• Municipal projects which include state
funding have project-specific MBE & WBE
goals in the design and construction phases
(primarily public schools).

• SDO monitors and assists municipalities and
general contractors with attaining these
goals.

• Current list of public-school projects with
general contractor information at
Massachusetts School Building Authority
(MSBA).

• More on the MCAMP webpage.
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The Case for Supplier Diversity
• It reflects our values.
• It represents our citizens.
• It engages our constituents.
• It addresses documented disparities.
• It supports local economies.
• It promotes innovation.
• It enhances competition.
• It improves customer service.
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Introducing the Municipal Supplier
Diversity Playbook
Developing Your Program
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The Plan-Do-Check-Adjust Framework
An iterative four-step model for continuous improvement:
• Plan: establish objectives and processes needed to deliver
the desired results.
• Do: implement the objectives and processes.
• Check: analyze and evaluate the results.
• Adjust: recognize and standardize successful processes and
agree on changes.
Using this model allows organizations to implement programs
in stages and learn after each program implementation cycle.
For established programs, a typical cycle is one year, but new
programs may choose the duration of each program iteration.
The SDO provides resources and support to organizations at
every stage of program implementation.
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Plan: Your Program Setup
Action

Description

Resources

❑ Ensure support
from the top

High-level support is vital for establishing the legitimacy
of your efforts.

❑ Convene a team

Your team should include representatives of
procurement, IT, economic development and other
departments.

Model supplier diversity
team charter

❑ Establish your
baseline

Analyze your current spending to identify certified
diverse vendors,

SDO spending analysis

❑ Consider your
options

Learn about the program participation options offered
by the SDO and your initial focus:
• Purchasing
• Contracts and procurement
• Fostering partnerships

SDO program training

❑ Create a plan

Develop a plan, whether goal-based or focused on
piloting and monitoring supplier diversity measures.
Commit to completing the four steps of this
methodology during the plan cycle before you expand
the scope of your program.

Model supplier diversity
plan
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Plan: Your Program Setup
Action

Description

Resources

❑ Determine your
metrics

Based on your baseline, determine what metrics you are
going to focus on and work with your IT, accounting
and/or procurement department to agree on access to
this information.

Model supplier diversity
metrics

❑ Prepare
documentation

Agree on changes to procurement procedures, contract
Model contract language
language and forms. These changes may be limited in
and forms
scope in the beginning and expand based as you develop
supplier diversity expertise.

❑ Communicate

Communicate your efforts to your stakeholders: staff,
vendors, and community advocates.
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Where Do You Start?
Advice for New Programs

• You don’t have to try to check all the boxes on the
checklist
• Focus on the essential:
•
•
•
•

A small team of committed individuals
A pilot project with a good chance of success
A known baseline
A clear measure of success

• Things that may come later:
• A formal policy
• Official unveiling of a program
• Large-scale implementation
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Focusing Your Program
Questions to Consider

• Which of the paths are you going to pursue?
• Purchasing from available diverse businesses
• Contracts and procurements to add new diverse businesses
• Fostering partnerships between primes and diverse businesses

• What type(s) of business opportunities are you going to
focus on?
• Type: goods and services vs. design and construction
• Size: estimated spending range

• Which certification types are you going to recognize?
• What specific actions will the purchasing staff and/or
the contractors be required to take?
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Plan: Supplier Diversity Toolbox
Tool

Description

Model supplier diversity team
charter

Use this template to create a formal charter for your supplier
diversity team.

SDO spending analysis service

Use these instructions and template to collect your
organization’s spending and submit it to the SDO for baseline
analysis.

Program training

Access the SDO program training to learn more about supplier
diversity program implementation.

Model supplier diversity plan

Use this planning document to identify your organization’s
supplier diversity goals.

Model supplier diversity metrics

Use this standard set of metrics to:
• Calculate your organization’s addressable spending,
• Set your program goal, and
• Measure business engagement and spending.
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Plan: Program Training for Staff and Vendors
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Do: Program Implementation
Three complementary program tracks are available for your program. We
recommend that you begin with one and build the program over time.

Purchasing

Contracts and Procurement

Fostering Partnerships

•
•
•
•

•

•

Available immediately
Easy to understand and communicate
Requires minimal procedural changes
Perfect as the first step

•
•

Available with your next planned
procurement
Requires additional effort in marketing
business opportunities
If effective, newly-awarded contractors
add to the options available for
purchasing
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•
•

Available with your next planned
procurement
Requires changes to contract language
and bid evaluation procedures
Requires additional effort in contractor
reporting and compliance management

Do: Program Implementation
Step-by-Step: Purchasing
Action

Description

Resources

1) Assess

Assess your current contractor base and identify current certified
contractors

- Statewide Contract Index
- SDO baseline spending
analysis

2) Survey

Survey current contractors to identify any contractors that are not
certified but are eligible for certification. Communicate the
information to the SDO and encourage suppliers to apply for
certification.

SDO Certification SelfAssessment

3) Inform

Inform purchasing staff of newly available diverse suppliers and
the process for ordering from them. Be clear about any additional
quotation, price comparison, approvals or other procedures
required prior to ordering.

Statewide Contract Index
and Contract User Guides

4) Buy

Order from diverse suppliers. If additional quotation or price
comparison requires, include all eligible diverse suppliers in your
request for quotes or comparison.

5) Track

Track your organization’s spending with diverse suppliers.
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Do: Statewide Contract Index
Identify diverse businesses in Massachusetts Statewide Contracts

www.commbuys.com
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Do: Certification Self-Assessment Tool
Conduct a Contractor Certification Drive

www.mass.gov/sdo/start
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Do: Program Implementation
Step-by-Step: Contracts and Procurement
Action

Description

1) Focus

Focus on an upcoming business opportunity or purchasing need.

2) Simplify

Identify and remove barriers that diverse and small suppliers may
experience in bidding.

3) Target

Identify eligible diverse suppliers that may be capable of providing SDO Directory of Certified
the product/service.
Businesses

4) Market

Market the opportunity to eligible diverse suppliers.

5) Procure

Conduct a competitive procurement in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations.

6) Inform

Inform purchasing staff of newly available diverse suppliers and
the process for ordering from them.

7) Track

Track your organization’s spending with diverse suppliers.

!

Resources

SDO notification service

Pilot your approach. Launch your effort for this program lane with a pilot focused on one procurement.
This will allow you to test the contract language, forms and the evaluation process.
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Imagine Yourself as a First-Time Bidder
Some Considerations for Removing Barriers for Diverse and Small Business Participation

• What does the bid solicitation look like? Consider reducing the…
• Number of separate documents
• Number of separate forms to complete
• Total number of pages to read

• What is the bidder required to send back? Consider providing…
• A clear list of all required documents in one place

• Is it clear how to get help? Consider offering…

• A recorded pre-bid conference that includes a presentation on the scope, requirements
and response expectations
• Training on how to submit a response

• Are the requirements realistic for a small business? Consider…

• Unbundling the scope or splitting it into categories
• Dividing the service territory into regions
• Reworking essential requirements (e.g. number of years in business vs. principals’
experience, government client experience vs. institutional client experience, etc.)
• Removing requirements used to reduce the number of bids rather than ensure quality

• Will the vendor hear back from you? Consider…

• Ensuring that each bidder hears from you regarding the results of the solicitation
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Do: SDO Directory of Certified Businesses
Find Diverse Suppliers Matching Your Business Needs

www.mass.gov/sdo →
Directory of Certified
Businesses
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Do: Program Implementation
Step-by-Step: Fostering Partnerships
Action

Description

1) Focus

Focus on an upcoming business opportunity or purchasing need.
Consider the industry of the business opportunity, expected
spending, and the target number of contractors. If the spending
per contractor is sufficient, identify whether this opportunity is
appropriate for:
• Subcontracting, and/or
• Ancillary products and services (general business needs).

2) Simplify

Identify and remove barriers that diverse and small suppliers may
experience in bidding.

3) Target

Identify potential subcontractors and ancillary diverse partners.

4) Connect

•

!

Resources

SDO Directory of Certified
Businesses

Hold a networking event in anticipation of the bid with the
- Model vendor training
goal of connecting prospective bidders with potential
slides
subcontractors and ancillary diverse partners.
- SDO Directory of Certified
• Provide potential prime bidders with training and resources to Businesses
identify potential subcontractors and ancillary diverse
partners.
Pilot your approach. Launch your effort for this program lane with a pilot focused on one procurement.
This will allow you to test the contract language, forms and the evaluation process.
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Do: Program Implementation
Step-by-Step: Fostering Partnerships
Action

Description

5) Procure

Conduct a competitive procurement in accordance with
Model contract language
applicable laws and regulations. Include supplier diversity contract and forms
language and forms. Require a supplier diversity commitment or
assign additional evaluation points to supplier diversity
partnerships, if applicable and allowed by law. Since this may be a
change to standard practice, educate bidders about program
expectations.

6) Inform

•

Inform purchasing staff of the relative levels of supplier
diversity spending commitment for each awarded contractor.
Make a preference for contractors with higher commitments.

•

Inform awarded contractors about compliance and reporting
expectations. Set your contractors up for success from the
outset.

7) Track

Resources

Regularly distribute reporting forms and collect spending reports
from contractors. Enforce reporting and supplier diversity
spending compliance.
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Model contract language
and forms

Do: Vendor Trainings for Pre-Bid Conferences and
Contractor Onboarding Sessions
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Do: Supplier Diversity Toolbox
Tool

Description

Statewide Contract Index and Contract User
Guides

Use this resource to enable your purchasing staff to:
• Identify and buy from diverse Statewide Contractors, and
• Include diverse Statewide Contractors into RFQs.

SDO Certification Self-Assessment

Use this resource to conduct contractor certification drives.
Contractors have the option of entering their contact
information to be contacted by the SDO.

SDO Directory of Certified Businesses

Use this directory to identify potential diverse bidders for your
business opportunity.

SDO business notification service

Use this SDO service to notify potential bidders of your
business opportunity.

Model contract language and forms

Use these contract tools to incorporate supplier diversity
provisions into your contract and to collect supplier diversity
information from bidders.

Model vendor training slides

Use these slides to inform your potential bidders about supplier
diversity provisions associated with a business opportunity.

Shared reporting platform (in development)

Users will be able to automate the collection of supplier
diversity spending reports from their contractors.
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Check: Tracking and Reporting
Action

Description

Resources

❑ Review your
metrics

Use the same metrics as you used for establishing your
baseline to measure your progress against the goal.

- SDO spending analysis
- Model supplier diversity
metrics

❑ Review supplier
reports

If your program includes a partnership component,
review supplier reports to ensure that prime contractors
understand the program and its compliance and
reporting requirements.

❑ Ask for feedback

Solicit feedback and suggestions for program
improvement from:
• Supplier diversity team,
• Purchasing, procurement and other staff,
• Administration,
• Successful and unsuccessful bidders, and
• Community advocates.

❑ Communicate
your results

Communicate your results internally and externally.
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Adjust: Learning and Iteration
Action

Description

Resources

❑ Identify and
resolve issues

Meet as a team to review the results and identify
organizational, policy, practice and communication
changes to implement in the next program cycle.

❑ Reward effort and
excellence

Recognize individuals and organizations:
• Supported your efforts,
• Demonstrated outstanding effort, and/or
• Performed especially well.

❑ Exercise
accountability

Discuss the program with individuals and organizations
that did not adopt it and/or did not perform well:
• Departments and units within your organization,
• Diverse suppliers who did not perform well, and
• Contractors who did not fulfill their supplier diversity
commitments.
Identify ways to support and encourage their
participation in the future. Make a decision whether
unsuccessful supplier relationships can be improved.
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SDO awards template

Adjust: Learning and Iteration
Action

Description

Resources

❑ Standardize

Decide which of the documents, metrics, policies and
practices in this program cycle were especially effective
and resolve to incorporate them into all upcoming
procurements.

❑ Communicate

Communicate your lessons learned throughout the
organization and explain how the next program cycle is
going to be different.

❑ Market your
success

Use positive results to increase the visibility of your
program, attract attention of the local business
community, and generate excitement about upcoming
business opportunities.

❑ Participate in the
SDO Annual
Report

Elevate your program’s standing by including a narrative
of your efforts and/or performance data into the
Commonwealth’s premier source of supplier diversity
information.
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SDO Annual Report

Check & Adjust: Supplier Diversity Toolbox
Tool

Description

SDO spending analysis

Use the SDO spending analysis service to measure your
spending at the end of the program cycle. Make sure that your
rules for selecting transactions for the baseline and for the
results are consistent.

Model supplier diversity metrics

Use a consistent set of metrics for comparing your current
performance to your baseline. If needed, add new metrics to
establish a new baseline for future cycles.

SDO awards template

For many years, the SDO has conducted an awards ceremony
celebrating outstanding achievements of Commonwealth
agencies, quasi-public organizations, certification partners, and
contractors. Use their experience to organize your own awards
ceremony.

SDO Annual Report

The SDO’s Annual Report aggregates and analyzes supplier
diversity spending information for over 70 organizations.
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Check & Adjust: Supplier Diversity Awards
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Check & Adjust: SDO Annual Report
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Engaging with the SDO
Engagement Option

Description

Access to SDO resources

• Access to all SDO program documentation.
• SDO assistance in calculating supplier diversity spending.
• SDO assistance in promoting business opportunities.

Shared goals and metrics

All the above plus:
• Using the same methodology to calculate addressable spending.
• Using the same spending goals:
• Minority Business Enterprises – 8%
• Woman Business Enterprises – 14%
• Veteran Businesses – 3%
• Small Businesses – 3.3%

Full integration

All the above plus:
• Including a narrative in the SDO Annual Report, and/or
• Including spending statistics in the SDO Annual Report along with
Commonwealth agencies, MassHousing and the Massachusetts
Convention Center Authority.
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What is Your Next Step?
Advice for New Programs

• A small team of committed individuals
• A pilot project with a good chance of success
• A known baseline
• A clear measure of success
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Resources and Contact Information
Our Website
www.mass.gov/sdo

Certification Self-Assessment
• Website: www.mass.gov/sdo/start

Supplier Diversity Program
• Website: www.mass.gov/sdp
• SDP Help Desk: sdp@mass.gov

SDO Certification Help Desk
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• Phone: 617-502-8843
• Email: Webmaster.SDO@mass.gov

